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Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP: A Developer's Guide to SEOWrox Press, 2007
Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP
    

    Search engine optimization (SEO) is not only the job of the marketing department. It must be considered from a web site's inception and throughout its lifetime by you, the web site developer. Making changes to the architecture of a web site and modifying presentation techniques...


		

HTML5 GeolocationO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book explores the W3C Geolocation API, a specification that provides scripted
		access to geographical location information associated with a hosted device.* This API
		defines objects that can be used in JavaScript to ascertain the position of the device on
		which the code is executed.

	
		Truly revolutionary: now...



		

Information Brokering Across Heterogeneous Digital Data: A Metadata-based ApproachSpringer, 2000
Information intermediation is the foundation stone of some of  the most successful Internet companies, and is perhaps second only to  the Internet Infrastructure companies. On the heels of information  integration and interoperability, this book on information brokering  discusses the next step in information interoperability and  integration.  The...





		

Intel Trusted Execution Technology for Server Platforms: A Guide to More Secure Datacenters (Expert's Voice in Security)Apress, 2013

	"This book is a must have resource guide for anyone who wants to ...  implement TXT within their environments.  I wish we had this guide when our engineering teams were implementing TXT on our solution platforms!”  


	John McAuley,EMC Corporation


	"This book details innovative technology...


		

Learning Bing Maps APIPackt Publishing, 2013

	Bing Maps are a great resource and very versatile when you know how. And this book will show you how, covering everything from embedding on a web page to customizing with your own styles and geo-data.


	Overview

	
		Display address information for any point on the map through the location-based REST services...



		

Learning SAP Analytics CloudPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Predict new opportunities and risks in a few mouse clicks
	
		Eliminate complexity with tools that let you plan, analyze, and collaborate in context—in real time
	
		Discover, visualize, plan, and predict in a single product with agile BI tools



	Book...






		

The Electronic Communications Code and Property Law: Practice and ProcedureRoutledge, 2018

	
		Life now without access to electronic telecommunications would be regarded as highly unsatisfactory by most of the UK population. Such ready access would not have been achieved without methodical and ultimately enforceable means of access to the land on which to install the infrastructure necessary to support the development of an...



		

Geolocation in iOS: Mobile Positioning and Mapping on iPhone and iPadO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The mobile phone—specifically the iPhone, which continues to define the state of the
	
		art for smartphones—has become the primary interface device for geographicallytagged
	
		data.
	
		Take advantage of iPhone and iPad sensors and advanced geolocation technologies to build state-of-the-art location...



		

Building the Infrastructure for Cloud Security: A Solutions View (Expert's Voice in Internet Security)Apress, 2014

	


	For cloud users and providers alike, security is an everyday concern, yet there are very few books covering cloud security as a main subject. This book will help address this information gap from an Information Technology solution and usage-centric view of cloud infrastructure security. The book highlights the...






		

Pro iOS Geo: Building Apps with Location Based ServicesApress, 2013

	Deepen your app development skills with Pro iOS Geo. This book shows you how to use geolocation-based tools to enhance the iOS apps you develop. Author Giacomo Andreucci describes different ways to integrate geo services, depending on the kind of app you’re looking to develop: a web app, a hybrid app, or a native app. You’ll...


		

ArcPy and ArcGIS: Geospatial Analysis with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Use the ArcPy module to automate the analysis and mapping of geospatial data in ArcGIS


	About This Book

	
		Perform GIS analysis faster by automating tasks, such as selecting data or buffering data, by accessing GIS tools using scripting
	
		Access the spatial data contained within shapefiles and...



		

Spatial AutoRegression (SAR) Model: Parameter Estimation Techniques (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Explosive growth in the size of spatial databases has highlighted the need for spatial

	data analysis and spatial data mining techniques to mine the interesting but implicit

	spatial patterns within these large databases. Extracting useful and interesting patterns

	from massive geo-spatial datasets is important for many application...
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